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EXPLORATIONS

ANATOMY OF THE SOUL
Read more
SKU: ANAH2
₪86.00 :Price

POCKET SIZE POWER-PACK SET
This collection of 5 powerful booklets of inspiration and hope can travel with
.you wherever you go
Restore My Soul - ﬁlled with hope and inspiration not to give up and .1
to keep on going even when things are tight
Outpouring of the Soul - Inspiration to practice personal and .2
secluded prayer and meditation, know as hitbodedut
Rebbe Nachman's Tikkun - The speciﬁc 10 Psalms which, as .3
revealed by Rebbe Nachman, have the power to rectify the damage
caused by even the worst sins and blemishes
The Treasury of Unearned Gifts - Rebbe Nachman's seminal .4
teaching (Likutey Moharan II, lesson 78) of how despair does not exist
and that there is always hope
Healing Leaves - sweet but powerful excerpts of hope and inspiration .5
culled from the heartwarming letters of Reb Noson to his son Reb
Yitzchak
Softcover
Read more
SKU: PPP-1
₪112.00 :Price
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BRESLOV PIRKEY AVOT
Translated and annotated by Dovid Sears
Edited by Avraham Sutton
The Sages of the Mishnah bequeathed a collection of short, pithy maxims to
light the way for moral and ethical living by generations to come. Drawing out
the hints, allusions and mystical connotations of our Sages' words, Rebbe
Nachman shows how Pirkey Avot is also a primer for attaining spiritual
greatness and closeness to God. This attractive, large-format edition features
easy-to-follow explanations of the simple meaning of each Mishnah; Breslov
insights into the deeper signiﬁcance of the Sages' words; short essays on key
Kabbalistic concepts, and true stories from Breslov tradition showing the
lessons of our Sages in action. Fully referenced, with complete bibliography
.and explanatory notes
Hardcover. 352 pages.
"Size: 8.25" x 10.5

Read more
SKU: BREK2
₪110.00 :Price

REBBE NACHMAN'S TORAH - 3 VOLUME
SET
Breslov Insights into the Weekly Torah Reading
Compiled by Chaim Kramer
Organized by parashah, this landmark 3-volume set gives English-speaking
readers a ?handbook? of Breslov thought that will enhance their weekly Torah
.learning and spark lively discussion at the Shabbat table
Read more
SKU: REBPL6R32
₪139.99 ₪185.00 :Price
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THIS LAND IS MY LAND
This contemporary work views the Promised Land through a truly unique
historical lens, using the lessons of the Bible, Talmud and Kabbalah, as
.expounded in the teachings of Rebbe Nachman
Hardcover. 388 pages.
Size: 6″ x 9″
Read more
SKU: THI22
₪69.00 :Price

WHERE EARTH AND HEAVEN KISS

Rebbe Nachman of Breslov ?recommended the practice called hitbodedut.
.This is a how-to book
Read more
SKU: WHE11
₪59.00 :Price

THE TREE THAT STANDS BEYOND SPACE
By Dovid Sears
For thousands of years, the Jewish mystical tradition was a carefully-guarded
secret, its profound insights concealed in often bewildering riddles and hints.
Then the Baal Shem Tov, founder of Chassidism, and his great-grandson,
Rebbe Nachman of Breslov, made those teachings not only accessible but
applicable to all. This eye-opening introduction to some of Rebbe Nachman's
teachings highlights the experiential aspects of his approach to Divine
illumination, taming the mind, transcending conﬂict, meditation, and more.
Softcover. 119 pages.
"Size: 5.5" x 8.5
Read more
SKU: THEC5
₪35.00 :Price
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THE WATER CASTLE
This ground-breaking work presents Reb Noson?s original ideas and
interpretations related to Rebbe Nachman?s awesome story, ?The Seven
?.Beggars
.Paperback. Approx. 256 pages
Read more
SKU: THEZ4BPD2
₪45.00 :Price

REBBE NACHMAN'S TORAH SHEMOT/VAYIKRA
Breslov Insights into the Weekly Torah Reading
Compiled by Chaim Kramer
Organized ?by parashah, this landmark 3-volume set gives English-speaking
readers a ?handbook? of Breslov thought that will enhance their weekly Torah
.learning and spark lively discussion at the Shabbat table
.Volume 2: Exodus (Shemot) and Leviticus (Vayikra). 448 pages
Read more
SKU: REB43IQW2
₪69.00 :Price

REBBE NACHMAN'S TORAH - BAMIDBAR,
DEVARIM
Breslov Insights into the Weekly Torah Reading
Compiled by Chaim Kramer
Organized ?by parashah, this landmark 3-volume set gives English-speaking
readers a “handbook” of Breslov thought that will enhance their weekly Torah
.learning and spark lively discussion at the Shabbat table
Read more
SKU: REBIHHPS2
₪69.00 :Price
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REBBE NACHMAN'S TORAH - BEREISHIS
Breslov Insights into the Weekly Torah Reading
Compiled by Chaim Kramer
Organized ?by parashah, this landmark 3-volume set gives English-speaking
readers a ?handbook? of Breslov thought that will enhance their weekly Torah
.learning and spark lively discussion at the Shabbat table
.Volume 1: Genesis (Bereishit). 352 pages
Read more
SKU: REBB6VVP2
₪69.00 :Price

REBBE NACHMAN'S SOUL SET - VOLUME
1+2
Rebbe Nachman?s Soul takes the reader back to the days when Rabbi
Rosenfeld began a new series of classes on the key Breslov text, Sichos
HaRan (Rebbe Nachman?s Wisdom). Speaking in upbeat, contemporary
language, this master teacher probes the deeper meaning of Rebbe
Nachman?s teachings, deriving practical advice and encouragement for living
with faith, joy, simplicity, and reliance on the true tzaddik. Rabbi Rosenfeld?s
vast Torah knowledge, humility and warmth shine through each lesson, and
his rock-solid belief in Rebbe Nachman as the true tzaddik give his words the
ring of truth
Read more
SKU: N/A
₪125.00 :Price
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REBBE NACHMAN'S SOUL - VOLUME 2
Rebbe Nachman?s Soul takes the reader back to the days when Rabbi
Rosenfeld began a new series of classes on the key Breslov text, Sichos
HaRan (Rebbe Nachman?s Wisdom). Speaking in upbeat, contemporary
language, this master teacher probes the deeper meaning of Rebbe
Nachman?s teachings, deriving practical advice and encouragement for living
with faith, joy, simplicity, and reliance on the true tzaddik. Rabbi Rosenfeld?s
vast Torah knowledge, humility and warmth shine through each lesson, and
his rock-solid belief in Rebbe Nachman as the true tzaddik give his words the
ring of truth
Read more
SKU: N/A
₪69.00 :Price

REBBE NACHMAN'S SOUL – VOLUME 1

Rebbe Nachman?s Soul?takes the reader back to the days when Rabbi
Rosenfeld began a new series of classes on the key Breslov text,?Sichos
HaRan?(Rebbe Nachman?s Wisdom). Speaking in upbeat, contemporary
language, this master teacher probes the deeper meaning of Rebbe
Nachman?s teachings, deriving practical advice and encouragement for living
with faith, joy, simplicity, and reliance on the true tzaddik. Rabbi Rosenfeld?s
vast Torah knowledge, humility and warmth shine through each lesson, and
his rock-solid belief in Rebbe Nachman as the true tzaddik give his words the
.ring of truth
x 9″?(15.24 x 22.86 cm)? 6″
400 pages
Read more
SKU: N/A
₪69.00 :Price
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MASHIACH WHO? WHAT? WHY? HOW?
?WHERE? WHEN
Based on Rebbe Nachman's teachings and insights, this book ﬂeshes out the
person who will be called "Mashiach," and shows us how we can hasten his
.long-awaited arrival by cultivating Mashiach-like qualities in ourselves
Read more
SKU: MAS42
₪69.00 :Price

LIGHT - TSOHAR, WATER - MAYIM
Rebbe Nachman's Tsohar (Light) teaches us how to bring light into all
.situations and illuminate the path to our real selves
In Mayim (Water), Rebbe Nachman explores the idea of free will based ?the
.Talmudic account of the four Sages who entered Paradise
Read more
SKU: LIGF1
₪26.00 :Price

?I WILL SING! - AZAMRA!, WHERE? - AYEH
In Azamra! (I will sing!), the Rebbe points the way to happiness ? by ﬁnding
the "good points" in ourselves and others.
Rebbe Nachman's Ayeh? (Where?), ?shows us how to ﬁnd hope in even the
darkest, most desperate situations.
Softcover. 182 pages.
"Size: 4" x 6
Read more
SKU: IWJ2
₪26.00 :Price
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GARDEN OF SOULS
In this lesson, Rebbe Nachman shows us how faith makes it possible to ﬁnd
meaning in the trials of this world, and to turn all challenges into
.opportunities for elevation and profound joy
Read more
SKU: GAR22
₪35.00 :Price

BNEI AVRAHAM AHUVECHA: GERIM IN
CHASSIDIC THOUGHT
This book presents the story behind the story ? the mystical teachings found
.within Chassidic literature that illuminate the hidden inner world of the ger
Read more
SKU: N/A
₪39.90 :Price

A BIT MORE ADVICE
Likutey Eitzot (Advice) is a seminal work in Breslov literature. Compiled by
Reb Noson, the leading disciple of Rebbe Nachman, it presents a wealth of
practical pointers gleaned from the Rebbe?s teachings to help readers live
with greater awareness and purpose.Nearly one hundred years after the
publication of Likutey Eitzot, Reb Shimshon Barski, a direct descendant of
Rebbe Nachman, translated selections from this work into Yiddish to make
them more accessible to the Jews of his day. He interwove his own
commentary into the narrative, adding richness and depth to its message.This
English translation of Reb Shimshon?s work brings Rebbe Nachman?s
teachings to an even wider, worldwide audience. The Rebbe?s timeless
.insights inspire one and all to lead a truly meaningful, fulﬁlling life
x 9″?(15.24 x 22.86 cm)? 6″
432 pages
Read more
SKU: N/A
₪65.00 :Price
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THE POWER OF PSALMS - VOL. 1 PSALMS
1-41
Insights and inspiration drawn from classic Breslov teachingsto enhance your
saying of Tehillim – Volume 1
Read more
SKU: THESBX0V2
₪86.00 :Price

THE POWER OF PSALMS - VOL. 2 PSALMS
42-72
INSIGHTS AND INSPIRATION DRAWN FROM CLASSIC BRESLOV TEACHINGS TO
ENHANCE YOUR SAYING OF TEHILLIM ? VOLUME 2
Read more
SKU: 9781930000000.00
₪66.00 :Price

MORE BLESSED TO GIVE
By Chaim Kramer
We all know that when someone gives to charity, the recipient is helped. But
what about the giver? This enlightening volume reveals the fantastic
blessings gained by the donor, his family, and the world at large from every
charitable act. It also oﬀers practical tips for setting priorities – who to give to,
when and where – and steering clear of unworthy causes. Discover the
powerful inﬂuence of charity on the benefactor and his universe, and reap the
great rewards of giving to others.
Softcover. 256 pages
Size: 6″ x 9″
Read more
SKU: MORNK7UZ2
₪45.00 :Price
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